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INTRODUCTION
Abraham's attitude toward Yahweh, as presented in Genesis 22, was a subject of deep reflection for the Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard. His obsession materialized in the writing of the volume entitled Fear and Trembling, translated into Romanian, as in many other languages. Kierkegaard himself foresaw the importance of the book when he made the statement, "Once I am dead, Fear and Trembling" alone will be enough to immortalize my name. It will be read and translated into foreign languages People will shoulder at the terrible pathos which the book contains. The author was impressed by the adventure of faith manifested by Abraham when he was challenged to sacrifice his beloved son, which was


common in those days. The philosopher thinks of Abraham's gesture from several perspectives. How was it possible for him to accept the divine challenge after having managed to have this child with great difficulty. What would be the reason for accepting this inhuman challenge to take the knife to stab Isaac?

There are explanations for Abraham's attitude in the sacred text, beyond the original account in Genesis 22. The same book tells us in chapter 15: 6 that Abraham received favor before Yahweh because he believed the promise that his seed would be like the sand of the sea, despite the fact that at that time he had no son, and Sarah's first son, he received after 25 years. "And Abraham believed the LORD, and the LORD reckoned it to him for righteousness." The author of the letter to the Hebrews also talks about this event, informing us that Abraham was motivated by his faith in Yahweh. "By faith Abraham, when he was tried, offered up Isaac: and he offered his only begotten son. For he thought that God could raise him from the dead: and that he was risen from the dead "(11:17-19). The Bible verses add a motivation that accompanied Abraham, namely, the belief that God can raise Isaac from the dead.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Abraham - Knight of the faith

The author calls Abraham the "Knight of the Faith," a position superior to the great heroes admired by the world, who share the disposition to give up what they have, but differ from Abraham in their expectations. Biblical faith differs from the bravery of tragic heroes because it is accompanied by the unpredictable.

The tragic hero is contrasted with the knight of faith by the way he relates to the general the general ethics accepted by the community. To this end, she refers to the scene of the sacrifice of Iphigenia by her father, King Agamemnon. "The tragic hero brings the whole story to an end. Ifigenia bows to the decision made by her father, she herself gives up infinitely. And then they find each other in agreement. She can understand Agamemnon, being his approach expressed in general." Then he explains in what sense the speech of the hero Agamemnon is generally expressed. It is the foreseeable expectation regarding the outcome of the storm triggered by the wrath of Zeus, and prophesied by the prophet. The hero had to go all the way. "If Agamemnon had not sacrificed Iphigenia, considering that Zeus would change his mind, the king would no longer be a hero, and 'the words of the prophet are a fairy tale for ships and the whole story a vaudeville.'" Another example of a hero who must be distinguished from the Knight of Faith is Socrates a tragic intellectual hero. He had to speak to appear. "As a tragic intellectual hero, he is required, at this last moment, to show enough spiritual strength to achieve. ... If Socrates were speechless at the moment of death, the effect of his lives would be weakened, arousing suspicion, that the elasticity of irony in him would not be a force of nature but a game whose mobility, at the decisive moment, should change to an inverse extent, which preserves its pathos."
Comparing the hero with the knight of faith, Kierkegaard says that the hero seeks to gain eternity by giving up everything on earth, while the knight of faith is everything for now and here. Paradoxically, Abraham by his faith won over Isaac, whom he was asked to sacrifice. "It is a purely human courage to give up all temporality (for the resigned, disgusted by it) to gain eternity ... but it is a paradoxical and humble courage to get on time in the meantime, and this courage is of faith. By faith Abraham did not give up Isaac, but by faith Abraham won Isaac."

The philosopher makes another comparison between Abraham - a knight of the faith and the man who is not willing to risk by faith. The latter is called the Knight of Resignation. The two knights are compared with reference to their perspective on the future. He who goes on, "The Knight of faith is that lucky man who rules finitude while the Knight of resignation is a stranger and a lost one." By faith man rules temporality. Faith is that attitude which rises above temporality. It is a paradoxical statement, but true that through faith the knight of faith fully enjoys temporality, while the knight resists, who refuses the act of faith, precisely because he wants to keep temporality, in the end or loses and becomes disoriented.

The Characteristics of Faith

From Kierkegaard's point of view, all people have a responsibility to act on the basis of faith. Faith is passion. People will act correctly motivated by passion. “Faith is a miracle, and therefore there is no man who is excluded from it; for what all men once had is passion; and faith is a passion.”

He observes that Abraham used faith as a guide in life. He was deeply impressed with Abraham, precisely because of his unusual (seemingly insane) way of acting according to his faith. He decided to orient himself in life based on his faith in Yahweh. Referring to the paradox of faith as a means of guidance in life, compared to reason as a guide, Kierkegaard observes that faith is: "a monstrous paradox ... faith begins where all thought gives up.”

Another characteristic of Abraham's faith, noticed by the philosopher, is its consistency. Abraham's faith was unmistakable. “Abraham believed and did not doubt; he believed the absurd.” The consistency of faith in spite of obstacles made him succeed.

Kierkegaard also observes that a man who decides to orient himself in life on the basis of faith cannot accept counsel. “He who embarks on the path of faith cannot be counseled by anyone.” A knight of faith will travel alone on this path. Spectators, who sit on the sidelines and comment or condemn, are considered inferior, due to worthless ideals. For this reason, people who do not taste the value of faith will not overcome this limitation, even if they decide to unite to fight for it. More mediocre will not compensate for the value that God claims. He gives an illustration in this regard: “He imagines the rags that by associating in pairs of rags they can do what is great. But this is utterly and utterly impossible; in the world of the spirit no charlatan will be tolerated ... the Knight of the Faith ... in the solitude of the

---
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universe he was not accompanied by a human voice, but only traveled alone, with his awful responsibility."\textsuperscript{15}

What the philosopher wants to say is that human society tries to compensate for the lack of commitment of faith, trying to find as an alternative to the act of faith, the consensus of several people who have gone bankrupt. The pressure of the crowd is an attempt to reassure the conscience, which will eventually fail.

\textbf{The Logic of Faith}

From his point of view, faith must be thought of as a duty. Kierkegaard says that this duty relates to God. The faith that motivates action is the responsibility towards the Divinity. The real duty is to conform man to divine expectations. "Duty becomes duty by relating to God."\textsuperscript{16}

The definition of faith has a contradictory dimension, when Kierkegaard states that "By faith Abraham won Isaac." He tries to discover the logic of this faith, which sees beyond the limits of time and space. The inadequacy of relying on the temporality of life does not have the resources to succeed. "Temporality, finitude is the one around which everything revolves. I can, by my own strength, resign myself to everything and then find peace and tranquility in pain ... by my own power I cannot acquire the smallest thing that belongs to finitude; because ... I have already used all my strength to resign myself,"\textsuperscript{17} in the face of losses.

The ordinary man is stuck at the limit of reason which creates the tension between the expectation of faith and its absurdity. That is why few can cross this limit of human reason. "By faith ... you must receive by virtue of the absurd ... this movement cannot be made (to believe). As soon as I want to start something like this, everything revolves around me and I slip back into the pain of resignation."\textsuperscript{18} Failure to pursue this type of faith leads to resignation, to blockage. The character who experiences this frustration is called by the philosopher "Knight of resignation." \textbf{Silence and fear of faith.}

Continuing the comparison between the authentic believer and the non-authentic believer, the philosopher says that a difference between them has to do with reporting to the opinion of others. On the one hand, the true believer is willing to face loneliness in exchange for fulfilling his duty. In contrast to the true believer, "the inauthentic knight betrays himself by this inclination to make disciples."

Kierkegaard observes that acting by faith does not mean the absence of fear. Even the title of the book shows that \textit{fear and tremblin}\textsuperscript{19} are feelings that a believer experiences. Speaking of Abraham's silence on the path of faith, Kierkegaard also highlights the fear that accompanied him.

"Abraham is silent - but he cannot speak, in this lies urgency and anguish. Namely in the fact that if I, when I speak, cannot make myself understood, even if I spoke day and night, without interruption, I would not speak. This is the case of Abraham."\textsuperscript{20} Justification of his gesture was superfluous in the case of Abraham. That's why he came to the conclusion that he must be silent.
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The author tries to explain why communication does not solve the believer's dilemma. He observes that “the purpose of language is to transfer me in general. Abraham can now say - how beautiful a language can express - how much he loves Isaac. But this is what we would find in his heart, for deeper we find out there that he will sacrifice him, because this is a test. The latter fact cannot be understood by anyone. And so the first can only be misunderstood.”

Continuing the comparison between the knight of faith and the hero, Kierkegaard observed that “the tragic hero does not know the terrible responsibility of loneliness ... Abraham cannot speak. Because he can't say anything that explains everything ... as if it were a test.”21. For this reason he understands that he must be silent. This is the fate of the true believer.

Under the immense pressure of debt, the believer seeks peace, which comes to Abraham’s situation through two actions full of emotion. "Abraham makes two emotional movements ... he gives up Isaac ... but at the same time he makes the emotional movement of faith. And in it is his comfort. So he says, this will not happen, or, if it does, then the Lord, by virtue of the absurd, will give me back a new Isaac.22. Giving up Isaac will help him move forward, and faith gives him hope that he will get his son back.

**The Relationship between Ethics and Faith**

When referring to ethics, the philosopher refers to that set of moral rules that a human community shares, and which differs from the ethics promoted by the Bible.23. Speaking of the relationship between community ethics - the moral consensus shared by it and the biblical faith, Kierkegaard says that “An ethic that ignores sin is a completely useless science ... Philosophy teaches us that the direct should be suppressed. That is very true; but it is not true that sin is simply the direct, just as faith is simply the direct.24 The direct would refer to a reality that evades any kind of mediation, which affects the Hegelian dialectic of to causality.

Emanuel Copilaș explains the terms used in the quotation above by Kierkagaard, alluding to Hegel's dialectical philosophy. Kierkegaard believes that if the immediate were identified with faith or sin, then they should not be suppressed, as Hegel argues.25. Because from Kierkegaard's point of view, faith is that intimacy experienced by the sinner who unreservedly abandons himself to the unknown, and who evades any kind of mediation.

_The Hegelian direct is nothing more than a windmill, because it did not exist and never will exist. If there is something direct, however, that something is beyond the phenomenological plethora. It is about faith, which does not depend on a prior set of relationships that produce it and ensure its continuity and development, as Hegel suggests; faith is precisely the pure interiority, the intimacy of the anxious sinner who decides to abandon himself without a remnant to the unknown. Or, such a gesture evades any type of mediation, assuming a radicalism that short-circuits any dialectical continuity existing in the external reality._26

---
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Abraham's attitude has value in the spirit realm. His gesture elevates him above a hero like Socrates, whom we especially appreciate because of his verticality in confronting the conformist and relativistic sophists. Socrates' model can be imagined by the common ethics of human society, while Abraham's gesture of faith does not. "Abraham ... as the Father of the Faith, has an absolute significance for the spirit ... If there were no replica of Socrates, then I could think of him and imagine one. If I weren't able, then he would be a poet. But Abraham is intangible to any poet."

In extreme situations, faith no longer respects the general rules of ethical behavior of the human community. Like any true believer, "Abraham could not be understood by anyone.... But he who loves God needs neither tears nor admiration, forgetting his suffering in love." What can exist in a man is faith. And faith is learned again by each generation. "No generation has started here from another point like the previous one, every generation starts from here, the next generation does not go further than before ... the task is always suitable for a human life ... Faith is the highest passion from a man. " And in conclusion, Kierkegaard's exhortation to faith is, "We must go on, we must go on. " This drive to move forward is old in this world.

**The Advantages of Faith**

Kierkegaard wonders whether Abraham's gesture could be taken as an example to believers. The question arose as to whether one should be willing to give up all the values he has today in order to conform to divine claims without having a guarantee that the gesture of his faith is worth making. Kierkegaard speaks of the advantage of living by faith in contrast to living by sight, stating that "he who has always sought the best will be old, deceived by life..., but he who has believed, is rewarded with eternal youth. The knight of resignation will find at the end of his life that he was wrong, paradoxically, precisely because he sought to take full advantage of life.

Kierkegaard observes that despite the apparent total renunciation, the believer wins everything. "By faith I do not give up anything, but on the contrary I gain everything by faith." Abraham's paradox is that by giving up what he loved, he gains everything, not something more than he had before.

Kierkegaard believes that Abraham gained his privileged position because of his unique faith that motivated him to take action. He says that “Abraham was greater than all, great by that power whose strength is weakness, great by that wisdom whose secret is madness, great by that hope (faith) whose form is folly, great by that love which it is self-hatred.

---
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Abraham's faith resolves, on a higher plane, the contrasts of the type: strength-weakness, wisdom-madness, love-hate. Through faith, Abraham became a role model for mankind. "It is one thing to be admired and another to be a guiding star."

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Analyzing Abraham's faith from the perspective of the book "Fear and Trembling," written by Søren Kierkegaard, I understood that the Danish philosopher was impressed by the adventure of Abraham's faith who was challenged to sacrifice his son at God's command (Gen. 22). We sought to understand the philosopher's explanations, referring to Abraham's response to the divine challenge, which seems inhuman and irrational.

Kierkegaard calls Abraham the "Knight of the Faith," placing him in a position superior to the great heroes of the world. Paradoxically, by faith Abraham defeated Isaac, whom he was willing to sacrifice. The character who refuses to act on the basis of faith is called: "Knight of resignation." In contrast to the Knight of Faith, who fully enjoys temporality, the so-called Knight of resignation, although he wants to keep temporality, loses what he values.

Faith is called, by the philosopher, passion. And people will act correctly when they are motivated by passion. Kierkegaard argues that the believer cannot accept advice. He will have to travel alone on this road. On the other hand, people who do not like the value of faith will not overcome this limitation, even if they decide to unite more to support their point of view. The Danish philosopher observes that the pressure of the crowd is an attempt to reassure the conscience, which will ultimately fail.

In this paper the logic of faith was presented. I understood that the failure to follow this type of faith leads to resignation, to blockage. The silence and fear of the faith were also highlighted. Kierkegaard observed that acting by faith involves experiencing fear, as the title of the book reflects: "Fear and Trembling." I noticed that justifying Abraham's gesture was superfluous. That's why he understood that he had to be silent.

The relationship between ethics and faith is also discussed. When it comes to ethics, the philosopher has in mind that set of moral rules that a human community shares. That moral consensus, shared by the community, sometimes contradicts the biblical faith. Abraham was able to overcome the pressure of the community to act by faith.

Among the advantages of faith, evaluated by contrast with living by sight, the knight of resignation will find at the end of life that he was wrong. And the result is paradoxical to the expectations of one who refuses faith. He will lose precisely because he sought to take full advantage of his existence in temporality, without taking the risk. Through his gesture Abraham rises above the heroes of the world. Kierkegaard's conclusion is that Abraham thus became a guiding star for mankind.
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